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A Lower Bound for the Counting Function of

Lucas Pseudoprimes*

By P. Erdös, P. Kiss, and A. Sarközy

Abstract. We show that there is an absolute constant c such that, for any nondegener-

ate Lucas sequence, the number of Lucas pseudoprimes not exceeding x is greater than

exp{(logx)c} if i is sufficiently large.

1.  Introduction and Summary of Results. Let R = {Rn}^^ be a Lucas

sequence defined by the recursion

Rn = ARn-i — BRn-2

for n > 1, where A and B are fixed integers and the initial terms are Ro = 0 and

Ri = 1. Let a and ß be the roots of the characteristic polynomial

f(x) = x2 -Ax + B

and denote the discriminant of f(x) by D. Thus,

D = A2 -4B = (a-ß)2.

In the following we assume that R is a nondegenerate sequence, that is, AB ^ 0,

(A, B) = 1 and a/ß is not a root of unity. It is well known that the explicit form

of the terms of R is
an - ßn

a — ß

for any n > 0; furthermore, obviously, A — a + ß and B = aß.

If n is an odd prime and (n, B) = 1, then, as is well known, we have

(2) n\Rn-(D/n),

where (D/n) is the Jacobi symbol. If (2) holds for a composite integer, then n is

called a Lucas pseudoprime with respect to the sequence R. It is a generalization of

the ordinary pseudoprime number. Namely, if R is determined by integer constants

A = 6+1, B = b (b > 2) and n is a pseudoprime with respect to R with (n, 6—1) = 1,

then

(3) nKb^-l),

since in this case a = b, ß = 1, D = (b - I)2 is a perfect square and, by (1),

Rn = (bm - l)/(6 - 1) for any positive integer m. But a composite n satisfying (3)
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is called pseudoprime to base b. We say briefly that n is a pseudoprime if it is one

to base 6 = 2.

Let $b(x) denote the number of pseudoprimes to base 6 not exceeding x. In case

6 = 2 we denote 0o(x) by 6(x). It is known that there exist positive constants ci

and c2 such that for all large x

ci -logx < 9(x) < x -exp{-c2 (logx log logx)1/2},

where the lower and the upper bound is due to D. H. Lehmer [8] and P. Erdös [2],

respectively. C. Pomerance improved these results showing (in [9]) that for all large

x

06(x)>exp{(logx)5/14}

and (in [10])

9b(x) < x • exp{-logx log log log x/2 • log logx}.

We note that by using Theorem 5 of E. Fouvry and F. Grupp [3], together with the

method of C. Pomerance [9], one can obtain the estimation

0b(x) > exp{(logx)0-4056 • • • } > exp{(logx)15/37}

for x > xo(b).

Let R(x) denote the number of Lucas pseudoprimes with respect to the sequence

R not exceeding x. R. Baillie and S. S. Wagstaff, Jr. [1] proved that there are

positive constants cz and c4 such that for all large x

R(x) < x ■ exp{-C3 (logx log logx)1'2}

for any sequence R and

R(x) > c4 ■ logx

for sequences R for which D > 0 but D is not a perfect square. This lower bound

was extended by P. Kiss [6] to all nondegenerate sequences R.

The purpose of this paper is to improve the lower bound for R(x) and to also

extend Pomerance's result for Lucas pseudoprimes. We prove:

THEOREM 1. Let R be a nondegenerate Lucas sequence. Then there exists an

absolute constant c such that if x is large enough (depending on the sequence R),

then

R(x) > exp{(logx)c}.

In the proof of this theorem we show only the existence of c. It would be

interesting to get a reasonable numerical estimate for this constant. In this regard,

perhaps the methods of C. Pomerance [11] and E. Fouvry and F. Grupp [3] would

be of use. We also mention that the Lucas pseudoprimes n constructed in the proof

all have (D/n) — 1. It would be interesting to see if a similar result can be obtained

for Lucas pseudoprimes n with (D/n) = —1.

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on some other results.

Let R be a nondegenerate Lucas sequence. A prime p is called a primitive prime

divisor of a term R„ if p | Rn but p \ D and p \ Rm for 0 < m < n. We know that

there is an absolute constant no such that R„ has a primitive prime divisor for any

n > n0 (see A. Schinzel [13] or C. L. Stewart [14]). Let ¿%n denote the product

of the primitive prime-power divisors of Rn, where a primitive prime-power divisor
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of Rn means a prime-power p3 for which p is a primitive prime divisor of Rn and

p> || Rn. Then we have 3ln > 1 for n > no-

We derive Theorem 1 from the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let R be a nondegenerate Lucas sequence and let y be an integer

with y > max(no,2DB). Further, let {pt}'=1 be a set of primes with y/2 < p% < y

and let

M = pip2-pt

and

m = \pi- l,p, + l,p2 -l,P2 + l,...,Pt - l,Pt+ 1],

where [a, 6,... ] denotes the least common multiple of the numbers a, b,.... If p is

a prime in the arithmetic progression SDmk + 1 (k = 1,2,... ) and if

S = {ai-. a,i\M, p t Rat),

then the number

n=  Yl mva,
a.eS'

is a Lucas pseudoprime with respect to the sequence R for any subset S' of S with

cardinality at least 2.

2. Proof of Theorem 2. First we prove our second theorem, since we need it

in the proof of Theorem 1.

First of all, we introduce some notations and list some elementary properties of

nondegenerate Lucas sequences R.

If n is an integer with (n, B) = 1, then there are terms in R divisible by n.

The least positive index r for which n\Rr is called the rank of apparition of n in

the sequence R, and we shall denote it by r(n). Thus n\ Rr(n) but n \ Rs for

0 < s < r(n). A nondegenerate Lucas sequence has the following properties:

If n, s, k, ki,... ,kt are positive integers and q,qi,...,qt are primes such that

(q,B) = (r/¿, B) = 1 for iI — 1,2,... ,t, then we have

(i) r(q) | (q - (D/q)), assuming that (D/q) = 0 if q \ D.

(ii) r(qk) = qk~3r(q), where j is defined by qi || Rr(q).

(iii) r(n) = lr(qk>),r(qk2),.. .,r(qk')} for n = qk>qk22 ■ ■ ■ qk>.

(iv) q | Rn if and only if r(q) | n.

(v)Rq = (D/q)   (mod q).

(vi) (Rn,Rs) = R(n,s)-

(VU) Rn | Rns-

(For these properties of Lucas sequences we refer to D. H. Lehmer [7].)

In order to prove Theorem 2, we have to show that

(4) n\Rn-(D/n),

where n = Yla €S"^pa>- ^et ^ — Pi ' P2 • • Pt- It is sufficient to prove that

(5) pM | (n - (D/n))

since 3?Pa, \Rpa, and, by (vi), (3?pai,3?paj) - 1 for i ^ j, hence, using (vii), (5)

implies (4).
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If g is a prime factor of 3Hpai, then r(q) = pai and, by (i), q = (D/q)   (mod p),

from which

(6) 3?pa,=i(D/3?pat)    (modp)

so that

(7) n = (D/n)    (mod p)

follows. We shall show that also

(8) n = (D/n)    (mod M)

holds.

Assume first that every o¿ S S' is prime.

Since r(p) ^ a¿ (and naturally r(ai) ^ p), by (1) we have

(9) 3?pa, =
Rpa,     J_  K-)p - (ßa'Y = GP

RpRai      Rp '     a». - ß*i Rp '

where Gp is a term of the Lucas sequence G = {Gn}n=o defined by the constants

A' = aa> + ßa' and .B' = (a/?)ai = Ba'. The sequence G is nondegenerate, and its

discriminant is
D' = (A')2 - 4B' = (aa' -ßa-)2

and so

(Z?'/p) = (£>/p) = 1,

since p has the form p = 8Dk + 1 and p f i2Qi. But, by (v), Gp = (D'/p)   (mod p)

and Äp = (D/p)   (mod p). Therefore, by (9), we get

(10) 3lpat = 1    (mod p)

from which, by (6), there follows (D/3lpax) = 1   (mod p), hence (D/3?pat) = 1.

Thus, when S' is a set of primes, (8) can be written in the form

(11) n = 1    (mod M).

For the sequence R we have

R2kt+i=Bkt    (mod At)

for any positive integers k and t since, by (1),

i?2fct+i-ßfct = JRfct(a'ct+1+/?,ct+1),

where akt+1 + ßkt+1 is an integer and Rt \ Rkt- Using this congruence, we get from

the definition of p that

Rp — RsDmk+i — B    m      (mod Am),

which implies

(12) Rp = 1    (mod M),

since £>(p¿) | m for each prime factor of M and M | Rm by (i) and by the definitions

of m and M (f(n) denotes Euler's function).
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On the other hand, M | Gm. Indeed, M | Rmai = RaiGm and (M, Rai) = 1 since

any prime factor tj of Ra, is primitive (now a¿ is a prime) and by (i), q > 2a¿ - 1 >

y — 1. Therefore, we obtain similarly as above that

(13) Gp s 1    (mod M).

Now (9), (12) and (13) imply the congruence

(14) 3?pa, = 1    (mod M)

from which (11) and, as we have seen, (8) follow. But (7) and (8) imply (5), which

proves Theorem 2 if S" consists of a set of primes.

We complete the proof by induction. Suppose (10) and (14) hold for all a¿

containing at most r prime factors and let a, = a, ■ pj, where pj \ ax. By the

definition of 3ln we get

M^ 9?     - <%        -        Rpa,p'
yio> ^ipaj —'SipaiPj —   p T-r cs¡       '

"■aip, • 11 ̂ pa*

where the product F] is extended over a^'s for which ak \ aiPj and ak ^ aiPj, since

for every nonprimitive prime divisor q of Rpaj — Rpaipj we have q \ RaiPj or q 132pak

for some k and, by (i), (ii) and the conditions for p, it can easily be seen that Rpaj

cannot be divisible by any higher power of q than RaiP] or 3êpak, and furthermore

(RaiP],32pak) = 1. Similarly as above, we can write

-p- = G'=1    (mod p)     and     G'p = 1    (mod M),
Ra,

where G" is a Lucas sequence, too. Each ak contains at most r prime factors;

therefore, by the induction hypothesis,

32pak = 1    (mod p)     and    3?pak = 1    (mod M).

Thus, by (15), we have the congruences

3ïpaj = 1    (mod p)     and     3?paj = 1    (mod M)

for any r, since the case r = 1 was proved, and they imply the validity of Theorem

2 as above.

3. An Auxiliary Result. In order to derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2, we

need the following lemma.

LEMMA. There exist positive constants c$ (< 1) and i/o sucn that for y > yo

there exist prime numbers pi,p2,... ,pt with

(16) y/2<pi<p2<-<pt<y,

(i7) t>\-y-5 log y

and

(18) m = [pi-l,pi + l,...,pt-l,pt + l] <exp(y-C5),

where [a, 6,... ] denotes the least common multiple of the numbers a, b,....

Proof. Throughout Sections 3 and 4, cb,C7,... denote positive absolute con-

stants. We denote the greatest prime divisor of the integer n > 1 by P(n).
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Let 6 denote a small positive number which will be fixed later, and let pi <

P2 < • • • < Pi denote all the prime numbers p satisfying

y/2 < p < y

and

(19) PKp-IXp + I))^1-«.

Then (16) holds trivially.

Define the prime numbers qi < q2 < • • ■ < qs and the positive integers fci, k2,...,

ks by
s

m = [p, - l,pi + 1,... ,pt - l,pt + 1] = Y[Qí'
¿=i

Then, clearly, qki < y + 1 for all i, and by (19), qi < q2 < ■ ■ ■ < qs < y1'6 ■ Thus,

by the prime number theorem we have for large y (and 6 < c$ < 1/4) that

log m <logJ|(t/ + l) < ^logy2
j=i                t=i

<2 \    y   1    logy<c7^-logy = c7y1-s,

which proves (18) with c$ = 6/2.

Finally, we have to show that also (17) holds. By the prime number theorem we

have, for large y,

(20) t>    y    i-N(y)-N'(y)>lJL^-N(y)-N'(y),

y/2<p<y °ëy

where N(y) and N'(y) denote the number of primes p < y for which P(p—1) > yl~6

and P(p + 1) > y1_i, respectively.

If x > 2 is a real number and u is an integer such that 2 < u < x, then let

N(x, u) denote the number of the prime numbers p such that p < x, u \ (p — 1) and

(p - l)/u is a prime number. By using Bran's or Selberg's sieve, it can be shown

that if u is even and 2 < u < x, then we have

x
(21) N(x,u)<c&n—-^---

<p(u)log (x/u)

in fact, this inequality is identical with (4.43) in [12, p. 51] (see also [5]).

If a prime number p satisfies p < y, and q = P(p — 1) > y1-*, then there exists

an even integer u such that uq = p — 1 and

q y1  b

so that by (21) and the definition of N(y) we have, for 6 < 1/4,

N(y)<    y   N(y,u)<c8y   y '2

2<u<»y« 2<u<y6 ^V   '     6   W    '

es y        V^    _J_

(22) <(l-«)9logaya^^(«)

y<»•=*: E
los2»s<«».^"''
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It is well known that

< c9 log x
rfe *>(n)

for x > 2 (see, e.g., [12, p. 54]), so that from (22) we obtain, for large y,

(23) N(y) < 2cs-^-c9logy6 = ci06-^-.
log'y logy

It can be shown in the same way that

(24) Nl(y)<cu6-y
logy

We now choose

(25) 5 = mini^T7T— >77T— }■
V    ' \4'l0cio   lOciiJ

Then (20), (23) and (24) yield that

\5     10     10/logy      5 logy'

so that also (17) holds.  This completes the proof of the lemma (with c5 = 6/2,

where 6 is defined in (25)).

4. Proof of Theorem 1. In this section, by using the lemma of Section 3, we

derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2.

Let y be an integer with y > max(no,yo,2Z)ß), where no and yo are defined

above, and let P = {pi,p2,... ,pt} be a set of primes satisfying the conditions of

the lemma. If p is the least prime of the form 8Dmk + 1, then

p< (8£»m)Cl2,

where we may take ci2 = 20 for large m, i.e., for large y (see Graham [4]). By using

the lemma of Section 3, we obtain for large y that

(26) p<exp(y1-c'3)

(with c13 = c5/2).

Let S be a set of positive integers defined by

S ={ax: o, <exp(y1_Cl3),at|M, p \ Ra,} ,

where M = pi • p2 ■ • • pt. Then by Theorem 2,

n=   Yl ^pa,
a¡eS'

is a Lucas pseudoprime for any subset S' of S with cardinality at least 2.

We shall determine a lower bound for the cardinality of the set S. If we omit a

prime p¿ from the set P for which px \ r(p), then, by (iv), p f Rai for any a¿ with

Oj | M. After this omission, we have for the cardinality of the set P

t>ci4-^-.
logy

If v = [v'\, where v' is defined by

yu'=exp(y1-c'3),
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and [v'\ denotes the integer part of v', and if a¿ contains v primes from P, then

a¿ € S. Thus, using that

V = \v   =
r y

>Ci5-
L logy J logy

and

y1
V <

n

(28)

logy

we get for the cardinality Cs of the set S

(27) Cs>Q>fyV>exp(ciey^).

By (1), there is a positive constant cq depending on the sequence R such that

\Rk\ < exp(c0fc)

for any positive integer k; furthermore, obviously,

Cs<exp(y1-C13).

Therefore, (26) yields

=  Il ^pa, <   Yl  l^pa.l < exp I c ■ p ■ y aA
aieS' a¿€S' V a¿€S'     /

/ l/~c13 y1-"¡3 ul-c13\ /   4u1-c13\
<exp(ce!/ • ey        ■ ey        1 < exp le4"        ).

Let x be defined by

(29) logx = e4"1"ei3.

Then, by (28),

n < x.

On the other hand, distinct subsets S' with cardinality at least 2 determine distinct

Lucas pseudoprimes; therefore, by (27) and (29),

R(x) > 2Cs - Cs - 1 > exp (eCl7!/1"C13) = exp i(logx)Cl7/4} ,

which proves Theorem 1 with c = cn/4.
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